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FLOOR COVERING
We’ve Got You Covered
Regardless of your floor covering needs, we’ve got you covered. From the comfort of carpet to the durability of stone, Red
Thread floor covering offers a wide variety of options to meet your budget and design aesthetic.
Our Unique Capabilities
■■

Advanced Lift Installation System
Minimizes disruptions/installation time for furnished spaces
Non-Conventional Adhesives/Installation
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■■

Achieves a higher standard of environmental sustainability
■■

Post Installation Support
Provides ongoing warranty maintenance

■■

National Supplier/Service Agreements
Offers local and national contracts

■■

Regional Presence

A varied palette of carpeting and resilient flooring ▲
defines space and adds dimension.

Leverages resources to support your business
Knowledge. Quality. Service.
As the leading provider of commercial floorcovering throughout New England, we offer our expertise to advise you on the
best solution for your unique needs. Red Thread offers a single source for managing your project from start to finish, including
specification, installation, and ongoing service. We pride ourselves on delivering outstanding quality in our flooring solutions
and services and ensuring well-coordinated, on-time installations.
Related Services
Construction Management | Move Management | Reconfiguration | Structured Cabling
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Our Products
We represent most major manufacturers, including but not limited to:
American Olean | Armstrong | Bentley | Bruce | Crossville | Daltile | Forbo | Interface | Johnsonite | Kährs | Mohawk
Mannington | Milliken | Nora | Roppe | Shaw | Tarkett
Carpeting
Carpet flooring provides endless options, varied looks, and diverse functionality. Carpet
minimizes noise, adds warmth and is an important design element. Modular tiles and planks offer
unique installation options. Pops of color can easily be integrated to reinforce corporate branding
or enliven a space.

Tile and Stone
Tile and stone flooring offer material options ranging from natural stone to ceramics. This variety,
coupled with inherent durability and the opportunity to incorporate unique design elements, make
excellent solutions for dramatic entries and high traffic pathways.

Hardwood Floors
Hardwood floors bring a warmth and ambient beauty unlike any other flooring choice. From
pecan to bamboo, newly stained to reclaimed, wide plank to standard strips, hardwood solutions
add sophistication to any room. We offer solid woods, engineered woods, exotic species,
prefinished and unfinished options to meet your needs.

Resilient and Rubber Flooring
Resilient and rubber flooring has evolved to become stylish, highly durable, and environmentally
sustainable. Resilient floors can meet budget expectations while delivering a sophisticated design
aethetic. Rubber flooring is ideal for athletic facilities, labs, kitchens and classrooms, due to its
slip-resistant surface and ability to absorb shock and sound. We specify and install resilient and
rubber flooring solutions that can enhance a wide variety of spaces.
Industries Served
Finance/Banking | Government | Healthcare | Higher Education | Insurance | Pharmaceutical | Technology
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